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enVista’s assessment is proven to streamline and improve the customer experience, 
foster a customer-centric supply chain model while creating a flexible and resilient 
supply chain to meet the unique needs of each client.

End-to-End Supply Chain 
Assessment

Supply chains are comprised of several moving parts, all working together to create an efficient and profitable 
operation. Just like a chain with a weak link, one process or functional area not working properly will cause 
disruption in the entire supply chain. enVista’s end-to-end supply chain assessment is designed to evaluate 
every part of the client’s supply chain and operating model to determine what is hindering maximum 
efficiency and profitability for the business and maximum satisfaction for the customer.

Assessment Types

Assessment Type Diagnostic Assessment Full Assessment
Timeframe 2 to 8 weeks 8+ weeks

Characteristics • Higher-level
• Less data-driven
• Mainly qualitative and 

observation-focused research
• Opportunity-focused
• Lower analysis cost

• Significantly data-driven
• Both qualitative and 

quantitative research
• Deeper analysis
• Higher analysis cost, but 

maximum, more rapid return 
on investment (ROI)
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Why Leverage a Supply Chain 
Assessment?

Supply chain operations are the crux of a 
successful organization. Often, it can be difficult 
for organizational leaders to determine if their 
supply chain is operating at its best, and if not, 
to understand why not, and what areas could be 
improved. This is where enVista comes in. Our 
consultants have decades of industry experience, 
and have been in the shoes of supply chain leaders. 
We understand what keeps them up at night, and 
we have the analytical skills to determine the best 
solution for each unique challenge. 

End-to-end supply chain assessments are valuable 
to identify and address various supply chain 
challenges. If the supply chain is experiencing 
large-scale service or cost challenges, but there is 
not a clear understanding of the source, enVista’s 
team can determine not only the source of those 
challenges but identify the root cause of the issues, 
rather than just the symptoms. We can then identify 
solutions and collaborate with the supply chain 
team to deliver the appropriate solution. 

Significant sales growth can also often put a strain 
on a supply chain that is not operationally prepared 
for the increased volumes and complexity. enVista’s 
end-to-end supply chain assessment will identify the 
processes, organizational structure and technology 
needed to accommodate the appropriate 
requirements to service customers with maximum 
efficiency and ROI. 

Benefits of an End-to-End Supply 
Chain Assessment?

In addition to addressing the above challenges, 
there are several other benefits to leveraging 
enVista’s end-to-end supply chain assessment. 
enVista’s assessment is proven to streamline 
and improve the customer experience, foster a 
customer-centric supply chain model and provide 
flexibility to the unique needs of each client. Supply 
chain leaders will have access to some of the most 
experienced industry practitioners, who have deep 
knowledge on what drives success, insight into 
the specific roles and challenges your team may 
experience and who can provide data-driven and 
realistic solutions.

Six Pillar Model for a Customer-Centric Supply Chain

Physical Network Planning & Systems



About enVista

enVista is the leading supply chain and enterprise consulting firm and the premier provider of supply chain 
technology & strategy services, material handling automation & robotics, Microsoft solutions and IT managed 
services. With 20+ years of unmatched domain expertise, enVista serves thousands of leading brands. 
enVista’s unique ability to consult, implement and operate across supply chain, IT and enterprise technology 
solutions allows companies to leverage enVista as a trusted advisor across their enterprises.

Consulting and solutions delivery is in our DNA. 
Let’s have a conversation.™ 
info@envistacorp.com | envistacorp.com
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Methodology

enVista’s end-to-end supply chain assessment 
follows a trusted methodology, which involves 
three distinct phases: Assessment, Analysis and 
Recommendations, and Prioritization and Roadmap. 

Assessment

During the assessment phase of enVista’s end-
to-end supply chain assessment, our team of 
consultants takes a deep dive into the organization 
to understand organizational structures, 
organizational readiness for the project and project 
details and expectations. enVista’s team becomes 
a trusted partner of your team, taking care to 
understand all of the unique nuances of your 
business. This information is leveraged later in the 
project to make data-informed decisions for how to 
augment operations. 

Analysis and Recommendations

During the analysis and recommendations phase, 
enVista’s team performs data analysis on the 
data that was collected during the assessment 
phase to develop informed recommendations for 
enhancing processes throughout the supply chain. 

During this phase, we develop our unique People, 
Process and Technology Roadmap, which contains 
near- and long-term recommendations for each 
subgroup. The client will transition out of this phase 
with several actionable improvements that can be 
implemented within the supply chain to create a 
more efficient, agile and profitable organization.

Prioritization and Roadmap

enVista’s team of consultants and implementation 
experts understands that it can often be difficult to 
prioritize the various challenges within the supply 
chain, so we handle that for you. Our end-to-end 
supply chain assessment includes the final phase, 
prioritizations and roadmap. We rank and prioritize 
our recommendations, develop important metrics 
with which to monitor improvements throughout 
the supply chain and provide a detailed near- 
and long-term roadmap for implementing and 
sustaining these people, process and technology 
improvements. 


